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      This book is an ideal reader for our Working with Children and Families course - covers all the essentials in enough breadth and depth without sending them to different disciplines shelves in the library.




  
          Dr Kaz Stuart




              


    
      



 


 
      Excellent links to the working with families unit exploring the importance of multi agency working, the role of the practitioner when working with families, with a particularly useful chapter on the lifecourse.




  
          Mrs Angela Mahon




              


    
      



 


 
      Speaks to the philosophy of our course, a great little beginner




  
          Ms Ros Sanders




              


    
      



 


 
      Didn't match with the aims of my module enough to be adopted, but I do think it is a very good text.




  
          Dr Laura Green




              


    
      



 


 
      very useful and accessibly written with helpful exercises that students enjoyed.




  
          Dr Carol Dennis




              


    
      



 


 
      A very useful resource as we have a module entitled Chidren and Families on the Foundation Degree in EArly Years.  This books covers many of the learning ourtcomes of the course.




  
          Mrs Pamela Egan-Wyer




              


    
      



 


 
      An excellent resource for students who are currently working in the field of supporting and educating parents.

Helpful stratagies to support parents to work with and engage with their children.




  
          Mrs Helen Middleton




              


    
      



 


 
      This book combines a starting reading point for the majority of core modules and provides the motivation for continued in depth reading on the subject areas.




  
          Mrs Rosalind Roberts




              


    
      



 


 
      Learners studying at foundation degree level or level three work with parents will find this a valuable resource. Some valid points and concepts discussed.




  
          Mrs Andrea Morgans




              


    
      



 


 
      A great text that will supplement learners resources when completing assignments. Well laid out and easy to find what you need depending on area being addressed.




  
          Mrs Pamela Canning




              


    
      



 


 
      adopted as the key reader for the foundation degree in child and family welfare. An accessible book, clear and well written




  
          Dr Doug Martin




              


    
      



 


 
      A useful text providing information on the context of working with children.




  
          Mrs Rhiannon Macpherson




              


    
      



 


 
      An excellent general introduction




  
          Mr Peter Mounsey




              


    
      



 


 
      A valuable supplementary reading text for our social work students




  
          Dr Vincent Icheku




              


    
      



 


 
      Really good book with plenty of case studies and activities to support understanding




  
          Mrs Siroja Jethwa




              


    
      



 


 
      A very accessible read which will also be helpful for students on the Research, Policy and Practice module




  
          Ms Sue Mills




              


    
      



 


 
      Perfect for our placement module as an introduction to level 4 .... will possibly need updating in line with current policy changes.




  
          Mrs TAMSIN BOWERS-BROWN




              


    
      



 


 
      A clear foundation book for people working with children young people and families.




  
          Ms Jean Riding




              


    
      



 


 
      Useful text book for Foundation Degree students on the Supporting and Managing Learners programme.




  
          Miss Danielle Chavrimootoo 




              


    
      



 


 
      An excellent text for anyone teaching/studying programmes concerning children/young people aged 0 -19 years. A much welcomed and popular text with both lecturers and students.




  
          Ms Deborah Abbott
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